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A B S T R A C T

Bearded dragon adenovirus 1 (BDAdV-1), also known as agamid adenovirus 1, has been described worldwide as
a prevalent infectious agent of the inland bearded dragon (Pogona vitticeps), the most common squamate exotic
pet reptile. Previous limited sequence data of the adenoviral DNA polymerase and hexon genes indicated that
BDAdV-1 is a member of genus Atadenovirus family Adenoviridae. Atadenoviruses infect ruminants, marsupials,
testudine reptiles and birds, yet the genus has been shown to be of squamate reptile origin. Here, we report a
screening survey along with the complete genome sequence of BDAdV-1, derived directly from the sample of a
deceased juvenile dragon showing central nervous system signs prior to passing. The BDAdV-1 genome is
35,276 bp and contains 32 putative genes. Its genome organization is characteristic of the members of genus
Atadenovirus, however, a divergent LH3 gene indicates structural interactions of different nature compared to
other genus members such as snake adenovirus 1. We identified five novel open reading frames (ORFs), three of
which encode proteins of the C-type lectin-like domain (CTLD) superfamily. ORF3 has a CTLD group II-like
domain architecture displaying structural similarity with natural killer cell surface receptors and with an al-
phaherpesviral virulence factor gene for neurotropism, UL45. ORF4 and 6 are extremely long compared to
typical adenoviral right-end genes and possibly encode members of the CTLD superfamily with novel, previously
undescribed domain architectures. BDAdV-1 is the hitherto most divergent member of genus Atadenovirus
providing new insights on adenoviral diversity, evolution and pathogenesis.

1. Introduction

Adenoviruses (AdVs) are medium sized, non-enveloped viruses
having linear, dsDNA genomes (Harrach et al., 2011). AdVs were re-
ported from almost all known classes of vertebrates: ray-finned fish,
amphibians, reptiles, birds and mammals (Harrach et al., 2011; Harrach
et al., 2019; Doszpoly et al., 2019; Davison et al., 2000; Farkas et al.,
2008; Kaján et al., 2012; Vidovszky et al., 2019). AdVs (family Ade-
noviridae) are classified into five genera from which the members of
genus Atadenovirus have a diverse range of hosts (Harrach et al., 2011;
Harrach et al., 2019). Atadenoviruses have been detected in scaled
reptiles (order Squamata; lizards, snakes, worm lizards) (Benkő et al.,
2002; Wellehan et al., 2004; Abbas et al., 2011; Ball et al., 2014;
Szirovicza et al., 2016; Prado-Irwin et al., 2018), birds (Harrach et al.,
1997; Hess et al., 1997; To et al., 2014; Duarte et al., 2019; Needle

et al., 2019; de Oliveira et al., 2020), ruminants (Harrach et al., 1997;
Vrati et al., 1996; Fox et al., 2017; Miller et al., 2017), marsupials
(Thomson et al., 2002; Gal et al., 2017), and a common tortoise (Garcia-
Morante et al., 2016). The first detection of an adenovirus from bearded
dragon (Pogona vitticeps) was accomplished from pet animals in the
U.S.A. (Wellehan et al., 2004). This bearded dragon adenovirus 1
(BDAdV-1) was named also agamid adenovirus 1. Apparently the same
virus type was detected also in Austria, Germany and Australia
(Kübber-Heiss et al., 2006; Schilliger et al., 2016; Papp et al., 2009;
Kubiak, 2013; Doneley et al., 2014). However, these and further studies
detected genotype differences among the AdVs infecting the bearded
dragons raised by hobby terraristic enthusiasts in the USA, Austria,
Germany, UK and Australia (Wellehan et al., 2004; Kübber-Heiss et al.,
2006; Papp et al., 2009; Schilliger et al., 2016; Kubiak, 2013; Doneley
et al., 2014; Parkin et al., 2009). This virus seems to occur also in
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central netted dragons (Ctenophorus nuchalis) in Australia (Hyndman
and Shilton, 2011). The newest findings proved agamid AdV-1 to occur
also in free-ranging Australian bearded dragons and a rather similar
AdV was identified in coastal bearded dragon (P. barbata) (Hyndman
et al., 2019). To date, BDAdV-1 remains a major concern of exotic ve-
terinary science and the importance of its recognition and elimination
from captive P. vitticeps breeding populations has been targeted
throughout the United States (Fredholm et al., 2015). Although its
pathogenesis is little understood, BDAdV-1 has been linked to various
clinical signs, including sudden death, lethargy, weakness, diarrhoea,
dehydration and anorexia. It has been proposed that BDAdV-1 may be
responsible for central nervous system signs observed in young dragons,
namely paresis, head tilt, circling, and opisthotonos, due to its pa-
thology in the liver (Wellehan et al., 2004, Kübber-Heiss et al., 2006,
Papp et al., 2009, Parkin et al., 2009, Doneley et al., 2014, Schilliger
et al., 2016,). However, subclinical BDAdV-1 infection has also been
described (Kubiak, 2013).

Members of the Adenoviridae family have been widely characterized
as far as their genome content is concerned. Their linear genome,
ranging from 25 to 48 kb in size, encodes proteins on both strands,
transcribed either in a rightward (r) or a leftward (l) orientation. At the
genome termini, inverted terminal repeats (ITRs) of various length are
present (Harrach et al., 2011). Comparative analyses indicate that all
AdV genomes possess a highly-conserved set of genes comprising the
central region of their genomes. These genes are present throughout the
entire family and encode proteins of either structural or fundamental
replication function (Davison et al., 2003; Harrach et al., 2011). As a
general rule, genus specific genes are located toward the genome ter-
mini, followed by genes of even less conservation. The right end of
adenoviruses of almost each adenoviral species thus far has been shown
to be unique and highly varied throughout the family. In case of genus
Atadenovirus, this is comprised by the genes located rightward from the
E4 region, namely the RH region and open reading frames (ORFs) in a
proximity of the right termini (Vrati et al., 1996; Hess et al., 1997; Dan
et al., 2001; Farkas et al., 2008; To et al., 2014; Pénzes et al., 2014;
Miller et al., 2017). Some of the type-specific and genus-specific AdV
genes have been shown to harbour homology or similar domain ar-
chitecture with genes of non-adenoviral origin, suspected to have been
co-opted from members of distant virus families or from their hosts
(Chiocca et al., 1996; Kaján et al., 2012; Doszpoly et al., 2019).

The C-type lectin-like domain (CTLD) superfamily is a large group of
extracellular, mostly carbohydrate-binding proteins present in every
major metazoan lineage (Zelensky and Gready, 2005). Members of the
superfamily, known as CTLD containing proteins (CTLDcps) are clas-
sified into twelve groups based on their domain architecture and as-
sociated function. Group II and group V members harbour similar do-
main architecture and encompass asialoglycoproteins and natural killer
(NK) cell surface receptors, respectively (Stockert, 1995; Middleton
et al., 2002). Interestingly, viruses of multiple, distant lineages have
been detected to harbour CTLDcp-encoding genes or even to express
these as structural proteins, including Poxviridae, Asfarviridae, Herpes-
viridae and genus Aviadenovirus of Adenoviridae (Chiocca et al., 1996;
Ensser et al., 1997; Wilcock et al., 1999; Afonso et al., 2000; Galindo
et al., 2000; Mullen et al., 2002). All viral CTLDcps been found to
display a group II/V-like domain architecture i.e. a short cytoplasmic
tail followed by a transmembrane domain, a short stalk region and a
single CTLD.

Here, we report the complete genome sequence of BDAdV-1 and
confirm its affiliation with genus Atadenovirus of Adenoviridae.
Furthermore, we show that BDAdV-1 possesses the longest atadenoviral
genome thus far and harbors a unique genome organization. This is
demonstrated by the presence of five type-specific genes, which lack
any direct homology to any known adenoviral genes. Three of these are
potential members of the CTLD superfamily and are of possible host
origin. Two of these appear to harbour unique domain architectures,
which cannot be assigned to any of the currently established CTLD

superfamily groups. Lastly, we describe the results of a screening
survey, conducted in Hungary, which, in concordance with our in silico
analyses, may indicate BDAdV-1 to be a neurotropic infectious agent of
juvenile inland bearded dragons.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Samples

All samples involved in this study originated from bearded dragons
deceased at Hungarian pet stores or were provided by private persons
as carcasses. As the animals were captive-bred and kept, their previous
history of clinical signs could be well-documented. Upon their arrival at
our laboratory, each carcass was individually assessed for pathological
signs and subjected to necropsy in a sterilized environment using sterile
equipment in the process. Internal organs were collected, pooled, and
subjected to DNA isolation.

2.2. DNA isolation and PCR screening

For nucleic acid extraction, 1ml of 1× TE buffer (10mM Tris-HCl,
1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0) was added to the organs, previously placed into
2ml microcentrifuge tubes. Following sample homogenization by a
Qiagen Tissue Lyser II (Qiagen), DNA was purified from 100 μl homo-
genate. Briefly, we added 4 μl proteinase-K (20mg/ml) and 10 μl sar-
cosyl (10%) solution to the mixture, which we subjected to overnight
digestion in a thermomixer at 55 °C. The next day 300 μl guanidine-
hydrochloride (8M) and 20 μl ammonium-acetate solution (7.5M) was
added. The mixture was incubated for one hour with gentle mixing in
every 15min. The nucleic acids were precipitated by adding absolute
ethanol (−20 °C). After centrifugation, the pellet was washed with 70%
ice-cold ethanol. After the evaporation of ethanol, the DNA was re-
suspended in 50 μl of nuclease-free water.

To check the presence of adenoviral DNA, a sensitive consensus
nested PCR, targeting a highly conserved region of the adenoviral DNA-
dependent DNA polymerase gene, was employed (Wellehan et al.,
2004). The amplification product, following the second amplification
step, was an approximately 320-bp-long fragment. The PCRs were
performed in 50 μl final volume, using either the REDTaq® ReadyMix™
(Sigma-Aldrich®) or the DreamTaq™ (Thermo Fisher®) DNA polymerase
enzyme according to the manufacturers' recommendation. The thermal
profile of the PCR was identical to the originally described (Wellehan
et al., 2004) except for the denaturation steps set at 95 °C.

2.3. Complete genome sequencing

In our laboratory, we designed multiple sets of primers to amplify
short, conserved regions by PCR from the p32K, IVa2, penton, pVII,
hexon and 100 K genes. The sequence of all sets of consensus oligos, as
well as their annealing temperature and expected target size are sum-
marized by table S1. All PCR amplifications were performed in a re-
action volume of 50 μl using a program of an initial denaturation step at
95 °C for 5min, followed by 45 cycles of denaturation at 95 °C for 30 s
and annealing at a temperature five degrees lower than the predicted
melting temperature (Tm) of the primer set used, for 1min. The elon-
gation step took place at 72 °C for 1min, followed by final elongation at
72 °C for 5min. To amplify a 900-bp-long fragment encompassing the
partial penton base and pVI, but complete pVII and pX genes, we uti-
lized the PCR system previously described by Szirovicza et al. (2016).

The PCR products were purified and sequenced directly on both
strands. We performed the sequencing reactions using the BigDye®
Terminator v3.1 Cycle Sequencing Kit (Life Technologies
Corporation®), and sent them for electrophoresis by a commercial ser-
vice at Baygen Institute (Szeged, Hungary) on an ABI PRISM 3100
Genetic Analyzer (Life Technologies Corporation).

To fill in the gaps between the short fragments amplified by the
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consensus oligos, we utilized the Phusion High-Fidelity DNA
Polymerase™ (Thermo Fisher Scientific®) with the reaction conditions
described above, but changing the elongation time to correspond with
the length of the expected product, using 1 kb/min as a general rule.
The amplified fragments were blunt-end cloned into either the pre-cut
pCRTM-Blunt II-TOPO® vector (Thermo Fisher Scientific), conjugated
with terminal topoisomerase, or into the pJet 1.2/blunt vector (Thermo
Fisher Scientific). Ligation took place at room temperature for 30min,
or at 4 °C overnight in case of inserts larger than 5 kb. Sequencing of the
insert took place as described above. To amplify extensive regions with
little to no conservation, such as the right end of the genome, we de-
signed single primer PCRs with longer annealing time of 2min, an-
nealing temperature of 50 °C and elongation time of 5min, to the
rightmost known sequence at the time of the genome. The amplified
product was also cloned and sequenced.

2.4. Sequencing of the genome termini

The adenoviral ITRs are notoriously difficult to clone, due to the
associated terminal protein (TP). To overcome this, a specific leftward
primer was designed from the sequence of the putative p32K gene. After
DNA denaturation a polyA tail was added to the 3′ end of the genome
using terminal transferase from the 5′/3′ 2nd Generation RACE Kit 190
(Roche Applied Science). By utilizing the above-mentioned p32K-spe-
cific primer together with a polyT anchor primer, the region could be
amplified and sequenced. There was no annealing time incorporated
into the PCR program used.

2.5. In silico analyses

The sequence of the PCR-amplified fragments as well as the se-
quences consequently obtained by primer walking, were subjected to
homology search in the NCBI GenBank databases, using the Blast al-
gorithms. For identification and comparison of the obtained nucleotide
sequences, Blastn was applied to determine nucleotide-level homology
and we used Blastx to determine whether the obtained sequence is from
a coding region and if so, from which exact adenoviral gene. Sequence
editing and assembly was performed by applying the Staden Sequence
Analysis Package (Staden et al., 2000). The genome annotation was
carried out using Artemis Genome Browser (Carver et al., 2012). Po-
tential splice acceptor and donor sites were examined manually as well
as using the NNSPLICE 0.9 application (Reese et al., 1997). The derived
protein sequence of each ORF was searched by multiple applications to
identify conserved domains or motifs. TM domains were detected using
the TMHMM package v.2.0 (Krogh et al., 2001) and we used SignalP
v.5.0 (Almagro Armenteros et al., 2019) to identify possible signal
peptides. To find domains of known homology and to investigate pro-
tein domain architecture, we used SMART (Letunic and Bork, 2018).

To assess structural similarity of the derived protein sequences to
protein structures deposited to PDB, we used the pGenThreader algo-
rithm of the PSIPRED workbench (Lobley et al., 2009). To identify in-
dividual domains and to predict their structural similarity to any known
characteristic fold, we used the pDomThreader algorithm (Lobley et al.,
2009). To construct homology models we used Swiss Model
(Waterhouse et al., 2018), incorporating the pGenThreader results as
templates for the modelling. Individual domains were folded by Mod-
eller v9.23 (Webb and Sali, 2016), incorporating the results of pDom-
Threader. Homology models were viewed and illustrated by UCSF
Chimera (Pettersen et al., 2004).

2.6. Phylogenetic calculations

We collected the homologous protein sequences from the NCBI
databases and used them to construct multiple sequence alignments
with the M-Coffee algorithm of T-Coffee (Wallace et al., 2006). The
alignments were viewed and edited using Unipro UGENE v1.18

(Okonechnikov et al., 2012). For each protein, a guide tree was con-
structed using the ProtDist and Fitch programs of Phylip v3.698, with a
Jones-Taylor-Thornton matrix, incorporating global rearrangements
(Felsenstein, 1993). Model selection was carried out by ProtTest v2.4
(Darriba et al., 2011) and the suitable substitution model was de-
termined based on the Akaike and Bayes information criteria. The
model used for the pol and penton base calculations were
LG+ I+G+F, with α of 0.727 and 0.819, respectively along with
pInv of 0.121 and 0.181, respectively. In case of the pVII calculations,
we used the VT+ I+G+F model with an α of 1.408 and pInv of
0.059. We performed the maximum likelihood analysis using the
PhyML v3.1 incorporating the parameters established by the afore-
mentioned model selection (Guindon et al., 2010). The reliability of
tree topology was tested by performing bootstrap analysis in case of the
pol and penton base calculations. Due to its size (124 aa) and the al-
ternating nature of highly-conserved and highly variable regions, we
tested the topology with aLRT-Shimodaira-Hasegawa-like test, to avoid
unreliable distortion caused by random weights. Phylogenetic trees
were visualized using the FigTree v1.4.2. software of the BEAST
package (Suchard et al., 2018).

3. Results

3.1. Screening survey of bearded dragon samples

Between the years 2009 and 2017, the samples of 28 deceased in-
land bearded dragons were PCR-screened by a consensus nested PCR
system targeting an approx. 300-bp-long segment of the adenoviral
DNA-dependent DNA polymerase gene (pol) (Wellehan et al., 2004).
The screened samples included pulled organs of the dragons, notably
the liver, spleen, lungs, gonads and kidneys. All dragons originated
from local pet stores. Out of the 26 samples, found to be positive for the
AdV presence, twelve originated from juvenile dragons of one to four
months of age, showing sever central nervous system (CNS) signs prior
to their passing. Eight more adults and two juvenile animals showed
signs of anorexia, disecdysis, an increased volume of fluids in their
abdominal cavity, with some of them having difficulties of lifting their
cloaca from the ground. The remaining positive animals, namely four
adults and two juveniles, displayed no noticeable signs before passing.
The 30 pol sequences obtained from the positive samples showed slight
variations at nucleotide level, hence four genotypes could be dis-
tinguished (Fig. 1a). Since the pol has been shown to be one of the most
conserved genes of the AdV genome, the short pol sequences were de-
signated as separate genotypes if they were differing in at least one
nucleotide from each other (Wellehan et al., 2004; Parkin et al., 2009;
Harrach et al., 2011). Genotypes identified in this study were labelled
as ‘H' after Hungary being the geographic location of their identification
and supplied with a number to differentiate them. Two of these, re-
ferred to as H1 and H2, are previously undescribed ones and each have
been derived from only one juvenile dragon, respectively. Genotype H3,
which had previously been detected in Austria, Germany, the United
States and Australia was present in the samples of 20 dragons (Kübber-
Heiss et al., 2006; Parkin et al., 2009; Papp et al., 2009; Hyndman and
Shilton, 2011). Genotype H4, previously described to occur in the
United States, was derived from eight samples, of which two also har-
boured H3 and one was simultaneously infected by H1 and H3 as well.
Once the sequencing and annotation of the complete BDAdV-1 genome
was completed, the PCR testing of the brain tissue of six dragons was
carried out additionally. Three juveniles with prior CNS signs tested
positive, while an adult and juvenile with prior signs but lacking the
CNS ones, along with another adult with no prior signs tested negative
(Fig. 1b). Then results of the screening survey are summarized in
Table 1.
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3.2. The complete genome sequence of bearded dragon adenovirus 1

We managed to obtain the complete genome sequence of the H2
BDAdV-1 genotype directly from a juvenile P. vitticeps specimen de-
monstrating CNS signs prior to its passing. The complete BDAdV-1
genome has been deposited to GenBank under accession number
MT050041. It included 35,276 base pairs (bp) of which 194 bp com-
prises the ITRs, with an average GC content of 56.21%. We identified 32
putative genes, of which 27 demonstrated homology with previously
described adenoviral genes (Fig. 2).

The left end of the genome contained a homologue of p32K on the l
strand. This was followed by three LH genes on the r strand, namely
LH1, LH2 and LH3. Fold recognition by pGenThreader indicated the
BDAdV-1 LH3 protein to display structural similarity with the snake
adenovirus 1 (SnAdV-1) LH3 crystal structure (p=7e-14, RCSB Protein
Data Bank (PDB) ID: 5G5O) as well as with that of the tailspike at-
tachment protein of Escherichia coli bacteriophage HK620 (species
Salmonella virus HK620, p=3e-07, PDB ID: 4XOT). We managed to
build a homology model of the BDAdV-1 LH3, using the protein
structure of the SnAdV-1 LH3 as a target (Menendez-Conejero et al.,
2017). The model clearly displays the trimeric β spiral fold of bacter-
iophage tailspike attachment proteins and possibly forms a homotrimer,
similarly to its SnAdV-1 homologue (Fig. 3). Superimposition of the
BDAdV-1 LH3 homology model with the SnAdV-1 LH3 crystal structure
model indicated that structural differences are limited only to the outer
loops, despite of the low sequence identity of only 28.3%. When

comparing the residues responsible for the interactions of the SnAdV-1
LH3 with the neighbouring hexon towers, only two (Arg175, Asp197)
were identical (Menendez-Conejero et al., 2017). The sidechain charge,
however, is maintained by two more residues (Asp107 vs. Glu109),
whereas both Lys58 and Arg159 had been substituted with negatively-
charged Thr residues instead (Fig. 3a).

At the centre of the BDAdV-1 genome the conserved E2 region was
identified on the l strand, including the U-exon and DNA-binding pro-
tein (DBP) of E2A and three genes of the E2B, namely IVa2, pol and the
precursor of the terminal protein (pTP). While the IVa2 DNA sequence
did not indicate the presence of any canonical mRNA splice sites, we
managed to identify a potential splice acceptor site (CTTCTTAG/A) and
a small upstream leader of four amino acids (aa) with a donor site
(AAG/GTAAG) for the pTP. The ORF encoding the polymerase gene did
not display any canonical ATG start codons, with the first Met ap-
pearing only 219 aa downstream from the first residue of the frame.
Downstream the fourth residue of the ORF, however, a canonical splice
acceptor site sequence (CTCTCTCTTAG/G) was present, which ap-
peared to be capable of putting the polymerase ORF in frame with the
aforementioned pTP leader donor site, similarly to what has been de-
scribed in members of genus Mastadenovirus (Davison et al., 2003; Zhao
et al., 2014).

Homologues of all conservative adenoviral late genes were identi-
fied on the r strand, regulated by the major late promoter, namely the
52 K, pIIIa, penton base (III), pVII, pX, pVI, hexon (II), protease, 100 K,
22 K and pVIII. A potential splice donor site was identified in the 22 K

Fig. 1. Investigation of bearded dragon adenovirus 1
prevalence and nucleotide level diversity. Panel A
presents an alignment of all four genotypes detected
in Hungary, during this study, marked as “H”,
aligned with all hitherto detected genotypes around
the world. Country affiliations are indicated as fol-
lows: At – Austria, Au – Australia, G – Germany, U –
United States. Panel B displays the results of DNA-
dependent DNA polymerase-based consensus PCR
screening of the brain tissue derived from samples
previously proven positive for bearded dragon ade-
novirus 1 DNA presence in internal organs. Samples
indicated with red demonstrated central nervous
system signs prior to passing, blue ones presented a
variety of signs with the exception of central nervous
system ones, whereas black ones had no recognizable
clinical history. Lizard adenovirus 2 was applied as
positive control. (For interpretation of the references
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)
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ORF (TC/GTAAG), which is potentially capable of putting the acceptor
site of a small downstream exon in frame (TTCCTTTTTTCAG/G), pos-
sibly expressing the 33 K protein, similarly to all AdVs to date (Davison
et al., 2003, Harrach et al. 2011, Zhao et al., 2014). Only one ORF
demonstrated homology with AdV fiber genes. The BDAdV-1 derived
fiber protein sequence displayed equally 30–32% aa identity with
various mastadenoviral and atadenoviral fiber sequences. The C-term-
inal 142 residues were unrecognized by blastp searches, possibly cor-
responding with the knob region (Singh et al., 2014; Nguyen et al.,

2015). The hydrophobic residue triplets, comprising the β strands sta-
bilizing the β-spiral fold of the fiber shaft region of the BDAdV-1 fiber
probably form twelve such spiral repeats. Although fold recognition by
pGenThreader identified the β-spiral homotrimer repeats with a sig-
nificant score (p=5e-06), the assessed knob region could not be re-
vealed to share structural similarity with any protein structures de-
posited to the PDB thus far.

3.3. The E4, RH and right end region of BDAdV-1

We compared the variable right end of the genome, past the fiber
gene, with the corresponding region of all completely-sequenced ata-
denovirus genomes thus far, each classified as distinct species (Fig. 4).
In BDAdV-1 three E4 genes located on the l strand. The RH region,
which located directly rightward of the E4 genes, was composed of only
one RH gene on the l strand, which potentially expresses a protein of
246 residues. In its derived aa sequence two F-box Pfam domains were
identified, both in proximity of the N-terminus (Fig. 5). The RH gene
was followed by a 416-bp-long sequence, which included several low
complexity regions of extensive single nucleotide stretches and lacked
potential coding ORFs.

The derived protein sequence of ORF1, being the first r-strand-lo-
cated ORF rightward from the RH gene, demonstrated 39% aa identity
with ORF1 of lizard adenovirus 2 (LAdV-2). However, 29.5 and 32% aa
identity was also displayed with the ORF1 genes of psittacine adeno-
virus 3 (PsAdV-3) and duck adenovirus 1 (DAdV-1), respectively. The
first sixteen residues were identified as a secretory signal (likelihood of
0.9985 as predicted by SingnalP), which was followed by a type 2-like
AdV protease cleavage site (WVGG/A) (Harrach et al. 2003).

The following five ORFs did not demonstrate any significant se-
quence identity with any adenoviral proteins deposited to the GenBank
thus far. ORF2 possibly encodes a small protein of 10.4 kDa of predicted
molecular weight. Its deduced protein sequence contains an N-terminal
transmembrane (TM) helix, which is followed by a domain demon-
strating sequence similarity with the 11 kDa proteins of baculoviruses
(E-value=0.019, predicted by SMART) in its cytoplasmatic domain
(Fig. 5).

The protein sequence of ORF3 demonstrated over 90% coverage and
identity of 25–40% with various avian and reptilian C-type lectin NK
cell surface receptors. Fold recognition by pGenThreader indicated
significant structural similarity between the ORF3 protein sequence and
the murine Lγ49L4 NK cell receptor crystal structure (p=2e-05, PDB
ID: 3G8K), hence we constructed a homology model using this PDB
entry as template. Based on this, ORF3 harbors an N-terminal TM do-
main followed by a cytoplasmatic CTLD (Fig. 6a). The CTLD displayed
all elements of the canonical fold characteristic of the CTLD super-
family, namely a double loop structure, linking two anti-parallel β
sheets (β1 and β5, also complemented by an N-terminal β0 strand,

Table 1
The distribution of positive and negative samples.

Age group Clinical signs Genotypes
detected

Results of brain
tissue PCR

adult Egg retention, inflamed ovaria Negative N/A
adult None Negative N/A
Juvenilec CNSa, anorexia, dysecdysis H2 positive
juvenile CNS, anorexia H3 positive
juvenile CNS, anorexia, dysecdysis H3 positive
juvenile CNS H3 N/A
juvenile CNS, fluid-filled abdomen H3, H4 N/A
juvenile CNS, fluid-filled abdomen,

anorexia
H3 N/A

juvenile CNS, anorexia H3, H4 N/A
juvenile CNS, anorexia H3 N/A
juvenile CNS H3 N/A
juvenile CNS, MBDb, anorexia H3, H4, H1 N/A
juvenile CNS, dysecdysis H3 N/A
juvenile CNS, anorexia H3 N/A
juvenile Fluid-filled abdomen; enlarged,

fluid filled heart
H4 negative

juvenile Anorexia, dysecdysis, missing
claws, MBD, could not lift
cloaca from ground

H3 N/A

juvenile No visible clinical signs H3 N/A
juvenile No visible clinical signs H3 N/A
juvenile No visible clinical signs H3 N/A
juvenile No visible clinical signs H4 N/A
adult Egg retention, fluid-filled

abdomen
H3 N/A

adult Anorexia, dysecdysis, could not
lift cloaca from ground

H4 N/A

adult Anorexia, MBD, could not lift
cloaca from ground

H3 N/A

adult Anorexia, dysecdysis, could not
lift cloaca from ground

H3 negative

adult No visible clinical signs H3 negative
adult No visible clinical signs H4 N/A
adult No visible clinical signs H4 N/A
adult No visible clinical signs H3 N/A

a CNS: Central nervous system signs.
b MBD: Metabolic bone disease.
c Complete genome sequence determined from this sample.

Fig. 2. Schematic map of the bearded dragon adenovirus 1 genome structure. The arrows symbolize genes and open reading frames (ORFs), indicating their direction
of transcription. The conservation of each gene or ORF is colour coded, as indicated by the colour key in the legend.
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opposed to β2, β3, and β4) and flanked by two α helices (α1 and α2)
(Zelensky and Gready, 2003). All four canonical Cys residues could be
identified, forming two disulphide bridges, which stabilize the fold.

ORF4 is capable of expressing a large protein of 89.6 kDa, predicted
to harbour an N-terminal TM domain followed by four cytoplasmatic
CTLDs (Fig. 5). It demonstrates 20–25% sequence identity and no
greater than 70% coverage with macrophage mannose receptors and
macrophage mannose receptor-like CTLDcps of avian and fish origin.
pGenThreader failed to detect possible structural similarity, which
would span at least 70% of the protein sequence. By modelling the
recognized domains separately, however, all four CTLDs could be
folded, displaying the aforementioned canonical CTLD fold (Fig. 6b).

ORF5, the last potential protein-coding gene located on the r strand,
is capable of encoding a small protein similar in size to ORF2 (10.4 kDa)
(Fig. 5). Apart from identifying an N-terminal TM domain in its aa se-
quence, it demonstrated no significant similarity to any proteins de-
scribed thus far.

ORF6 is the only potential gene of the region, which is located on
the l strand. It is predicted to encode a large, multidomain protein of
78.1 kDa. Its deduced aa sequence included three potential CTLDs,
followed by a C-terminal twisted gastrulation (Tsg) domain, with only
low support, however (E-value= 6.8 as predicted by SMART). Blastp
hits revealed aa sequence identity of 20–25% at coverage of 15–64%
with CTLDcps of various groups, identified in mammalian, avian and
fish vertebrates as well as in Nematoda invertebrates. Just like for
ORF4, fold recognition was concluded to be unsuccessful in case of
ORF6 as well. Homology models of all three CTLDs, nevertheless, could
be constructed separately, to confirm the presence of the CTLD fold
(Fig. 6c). All CTLDs identified in this study were supported with an E-
value lower than 0.05, based on the SMART predictions.

3.4. Phylogeny inference

Maximum likelihood phylogenetic calculations based on a non-
structural (pol) and two structural (penton, pVII) proteins unequi-
vocally indicated BDAdV-1 to be a member of genus Atadenovirus
(Fig. 7). The location of the BDAdV-1, however, varied greatly among
the three separate reconstructions. The monophyly of reptilian atade-
noviruses was only supported by the calculations based on the penton
base, the only immunogenic protein out of the three represented here
(Tischer et al., 2016). For purposes of reproducibility, all three align-
ments are shown as supplementary data (Figs. S1, S2 and S3).

4. Discussion

The complete genome sequence of BDAdV-1 is that of the ninth type
of genus Atadenovirus yet only the third reptilian one. However, unlike
the isolates of SnAdV-1 and LAdV-2, the BDAdV-1 genome was ob-
tained directly from the sample of a deceased animal. Despite of being
the longest member of the genus, it is only the second to LAdV-2 as far
as the number of the potential protein encoding ORFs is concerned
(Pénzes et al., 2014). When the SnAdV-1 genome analysis was com-
pleted, it was hypothesized that reptilian atadenoviruses, unlike their
ruminant and avian counterparts, harbour shorter genomes and require
less type specific genes in order to replicate efficiently (Farkas et al.,
2008). The complete genome of BDAdV-1, similarly to the one of LAdV-
2, contradicts to this (Pénzes et al., 2014).

The length of AdV ITRs varies significantly throughout the family,
being over 100 bp in case of Mastadenovirus, Ichtadenovirus and most of
Aviadenovirus, though shorter than 50 bp in Siadenovirus (Harrach et al.
2011, Doszpoly et al., 2019). The 194-bp-long ITRs of BDAdV-1, along
with the ones of SnAdV-1 (118 bp) and LAdV-1 (126 bp) are in strong
contrast with those of non-reptilian atadenoviruses (40–59 bp) (Hess

Fig. 3. Comparison by superimposition of the bearded dragon adenovirus 1 (BDAdV-1) LH3 homology model trimer with the crystal structure of the snake ade-
novirus 1 (SnAdV-1) LH3 protein. Panel A shows the trimer from a lateral view, with Nt and Ct indicating the N- and C-terminus of one of the monomers, respectively.
Panel B shows the trimer from a top view. The yellow ribbon diagram corresponds with the BDAdV-1 LH3, whereas the crystal structure model backbone of the
SnAdV-1 LH3 is demonstrated by the blue ribbon diagram. The atomic structure of amino acid sidechains of the corresponding colour indicates the residues shown to
be responsible for the interaction of LH3 with the surrounding towers of the major capsid protein, the hexon. The three residues indicated by the arrows comprise the
positively-charged patch, thought to be an important element of the structural interaction in case of the SnAdV-1 virion. The frames of the boxes, containing the
residue names the arrows indicate, are presented in the corresponding colour to the model they refer to. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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et al., 1997, Vrati et al., 1996, Dan et al., 2001, Farkas et al.2008,
Pénzes et al., 2014, To et al., 2014, Miller et al., 2017). As genus Ata-
denovirus is thought to be of squamate reptile origin, the shortening of
the ITRs might be one the consequences of their adaptation to new
hosts (Harrach et al., 1997; Wellehan et al., 2004; Farkas et al., 2008;
Pénzes et al., 2014). This is in concordance with the shortness of Sia-
denovirus ITRs. Genus Siadenovirus is of mixed host affiliation with

unknown host origin (Davison et al., 2000; Kovács and Benkő, 2011;
Park et al., 2012). A similar tendency can be observed in the reduction
of the overall genomic GC content, as both non-reptilian atadenoviruses
and siadenoviruses generally harbour AT-rich genomes (Park et al.,
2012; Kovács and Benkő, 2011; Davison et al., 2000; Miller et al., 2017;
Hess et al., 1997; Vrati et al., 1996). Only psittacine AdV-3 is an ex-
ception, showing a balanced GC content of 53.54% (To et al., 2014).
Both the SnAdV-1 and the LAdV-1 genomes possess balanced GC con-
tents and this tendency is true even for short genome fragments derived
from various squamate reptilian atadenoviruses (Wellehan et al., 2004;
Farkas et al., 2008; Pénzes et al., 2014; Papp et al., 2009; Szirovicza
et al., 2016; Ball et al., 2014; Prado-Irwin et al., 2018). The GC content
of the BDAdV-1 (56.21%), though slightly higher than what could be
considered balanced, still fulfils this tendency.

Host switch events have also been shown to increase AdV virulence
(Garcia-Morante et al., 2016; Gal et al., 2017; Fox et al., 2017; Needle
et al., 2019; Phalen et al., 2019). Our results indicate that BDAdV-1 is
extremely prevalent in captive reptiles in Hungary. The presence of
various genotypes and multiple subclinical cases could imply that
BDAdV-1 has been adapting to the P. vitticeps for an extensive amount
of time. This is in concordance with the worldwide identification of
certain genotypes, such as H3 and H4, suggesting that dragons with no
apparent signs get to be transported between breeders even inter-
continentally, potentially infected by and hence carrying BDAdV-1. As
our screening survey lacks the examinations aiming at the detection of
additional infectious agents, it would be premature to conclude that any
of the dragons died as a consequence of BDAdV-1 infection. The

Fig. 4. Comparison of the variable right end region of members of genus Atadenovirus. The arrows indicate the size and direction of the open reading frames (ORFs)
rightward of the fiber gene. ORFs demonstrating homology are shown in the same colour. The red letters indicate the five novel genes of bearded dragon adenovirus
1. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 5. Predicted domain architecture of the bearded dragon adenovirus 1
proteins expressed by the open reading frames (ORFs) located rightward from
the E4 region.
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Fig. 6. Homology models investigating the possible structure of the C-type lectin-like domain containing proteins (CTLDcps) expressed by three novel genes located
in the right end region of the bearded dragon adenovirus 1 genome. Canonical secondary structure elements of the C-type lectin-like domain (CTLD) fold are shown in
blue if β-strand and in black if α-helix. The purple ribbon indicates the second loop of the fold of variable structure and length. The N-terminus is indicated by the
blue, the C-terminus by the yellow arrows. Panel A shows the homology model of the entire ORF3 protein sequence, with the exception of the first 43 N-terminal
residues. Panel B presents homology models of each CTLD detected in ORF4 and 6, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 7. Maximum likelihood phylogenetic calculations based on the complete protein sequence of three adenoviral proteins. All corresponding available sequences
from genus Atadeovirus (At-) are represented. Members of four different species from the other genera, namely Mastadenovirus (Mast-), Aviadenovirus (Avi-),
Siadenovirus (Si-) and Ichtadenovirus (Icht-) are also incorporated, where available. The DNA-dependent DNA polymerase (1070 aa in alignment) is a non-structural
protein, whereas the penton (440 aa) is an immunogenic structural protein. The nucleoprotein pVII (124 aa) is a small non-immunogenic structural DNA-binding
protein, available from most of the reptilian atadenoviruses described to date. Due to its varied conservation and short length, the reliability of the pVII calculations
topology was tested by aLRT- Shimodaira-Hasegawa-like test, shown as node values. Topology reliability was tested by bootstrap of 1000 replicates in case of the
other two inference. Percentage values derived from this are presented as node values if significant. Reptilian atadenoviruses are indicated in bold, sequences from
bearded dragon adenovirus 1 are underlined.
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possibility, that BDAdV-1 is a facultative pathogen of chronically-in-
fected individuals is more likely. Interestingly, BDAdV-1 DNA was de-
tected in the brain tissue of juvenile individuals with a history of CNS
signs, suggesting that the pathogenicity, virulence of BDAdV-1 and the
prognosis of such an infection might depend on the age of the affected
animal.

As far as the coding region of the BDAdV-1 genome is concerned, its
left end region displayed the typical Atadenovirus-like organization.
This includes the presence of the genus-specific p32K and all three LH
genes (Hess et al., 1997; Vrati et al., 1996; Farkas et al., 2008; Pénzes
et al., 2014; To et al., 2014; Miller et al., 2017). The E1B 55 K is a non-
structural early protein of mastadenoviruses, responsible for the de-
gradation of cellular proteins so that a suitable environment for AdV
replication can be established (Wienzek et al., 2000; Baker et al., 2007).
LH3, however, its homologue in the Atadenovirus, has been shown to be
structural and incorporated into the virion structure of ovine adeno-
virus 7 (OAdV-7), SnAdV-1 and LAdV-2 (Gorman et al., 2005; Pénzes
et al., 2014; Menendez-Conejero et al., 2017). Still, LH3 seems to also
fulfil the role in the degradation of cellular proteins (coupled to the
E4.3 and E4.2 /34 K/ proteins, just as in the mastadenoviruses) (Gilson
et al., 2016). The LH3 aa sequence displays high rate of conservation
throughout the genus; 40 to 70% of the residues are identical between
any two members. The BDAdV-1 LH3 displays a significantly lower rate
of conservation, especially when considering the residues responsible
for interacting with the neighbouring hexon towers. The sidechain
charge of the polar residues differs significantly, which might imply
that the BDAdV-1 capsid structure incorporates the LH3 trimers via
interactions of a different nature than that of SnAdV-1. It remains to be
determined by structural studies how these interactions manifest and
whether they affect the biophysical characteristics of the BDAdV-1
capsid. Interestingly, BDAdV-1 also appears to harbour a divergent fiber
knob, which, in concordance with our LH3 predictions, might suggest
that the BDAdV-1 virions target different cellular receptors or glycans
for entry compared to the SnAdV-1 fiber.

The splicing pattern of the adenoviral mRNA is considered to be
characteristic in each genus, showing genus-level conservation
(Davison et al., 2003). Interestingly, genus Atadenovirus displays a
variety in the presence or absence of Mastadenovirus-like splicing fea-
tures. Experimental evidence failed to predict splicing in the pol and
IVa2-encoding mRNAs of OAdV-7 (Khatri and Both, 1998). Similarly,
no such features could be predicted in the DAdV-1, SnAdV-1, PsAdV-3
or in the OdAdV-1 genomes, either (Hess et al., 1997; Farkas et al.,
2008; To et al., 2014; Miller et al., 2017). LAdV-2, however, appears to
harbour a spliced IVa2 (Pénzes et al., 2014) and our results suggest
BDAdV-1 to express its pol using a spliced mRNA transcript.

The BDAdV-1 genome possesses a distinct right end region from any
hitherto studied AdVs. The presence of its three E4 and the RH gene
homologues, nevertheless, clearly indicates its affiliation with genus
Atadenovirus (Gilson et al., 2016). Unlike atadenoviruses of squamate
reptiles, which harbour only one RH gene homologue, ruminant and
avian atadenoviruses possess multiple RH homologues, each of which
has been shown to contain an N-terminal F-box domain (Both, 2002).
Interestingly, this domain is missing from the SnAdV-1 RH, yet present
in the LAdV-2 RH (Farkas et al., 2008; Pénzes et al., 2014). Proteins
containing F-box domains are extremely abundant in metazoans and
are parts of the Skp1-cullin-F-box (SCF) E3-ubiquitin ligase complex,
which is responsible for marking cell cycle regulatory proteins for
proteasomal degradation (Skowyra et al., 1997). The SCF E3-ubiquitin
complex of atadenoviruses has been shown to include E4.3 and E4.2 as
well, both encoded in close proximity on the l strand (Gilson et al.,
2016). Our results suggest that gene duplication is a less common event
in squamate atadenoviruses. The RH gene of BDAdV-1 is approximately
twice as long as the average ruminant atadenovirus RH gene, which
implies that BDAdV-1 may follow a different strategy of incorporating
multiple F-box domains into a single long RH, in contrast with gene
duplication.

The most unexpected feature of the BDAdV-1 genome was the
presence of five right-end-located ORFs, which disclosed no detectable
homology to any adenoviral ORFs to date. Three of these have the
capability to encode proteins of the CTLD superfamily. According to the
homology model, ORF3 shares a domain architecture with group II/V
CTLDcps, similarly to all viral CTLDcps described so far, including
ORF19 of genus Aviadenovirus (Ensser et al., 1997; Wilcock et al., 1999;
Afonso et al., 2000; Galindo et al., 2000; Mullen et al., 2002; Chiocca
et al., 1996). ORF3, however, displays protein sequence similarity only
with a 23-aa-long segment at the predicted CTLD fold of ORF19, sug-
gesting that these two adenoviral lineages obtained their II/V CTLDcps
independently. UL45, an 18-kDa-sized CTLD group II late envelope
protein of alphaherpesviruses, such as herpes simplex virus 1 (HSV-1)
and equine herpesvirus 1, has been shown to be a virulence factor of
minor to no role during in vitro replication (Oettler et al., 2001; Visalli
and Brandt, 2002; Wyrwicz et al., 2008). Deletion of the HSV-1 UL45,
however, resulted in a reduced ability of the HSV-1 virions to infect the
CNS in a dose-dependent manor in vivo (Visalli and Brandt, 2002).
Considering the presence of BDAdV-1 DNA in the brains of three ju-
venile bearded dragons with a history of CNS signs, the function of
ORF3 might be associated with viral neurotropism.

Unlike ORF3, ORF4 and ORF6 harbour multiple CTLDs and both are
unusually large compared to the other, typically short, ORFs of the
corresponding AdV genome regions. Despite of the aa sequence simi-
larity they display with cellular multidomain CTLDcps, their predicted
domain architecture is considerably different. With the exception of
group II/V CTLDcps, all membrane-bound members of the superfamily
harbour an N-terminal extracellular and a short C-terminal cytoplas-
matic domain, positioning the TM domain close to the C-terminus
(Zelensky and Gready, 2005). Despite of the multiple consecutive
macrophage mannose receptor-like CTLDs present in ORF4, these are
located C-terminally from the TM, giving the protein opposite polarity
from that of group VI CTLDcps. It is unknown whether ORF4 is in-
corporated into the BDAdV-1 capsid structure, nonetheless the prospect
of it being structural, which is implied by its position on the r strand,
and mimic a macrophage mannose receptor-like CTLDcp is an intri-
guing one. The l-strand-encoded ORF6, in contrast, lacks the TM do-
main. Its predicted domain architecture, however, indicates no resem-
blance to any of the CTLDcp groups established thus far, including even
the soluble ones. A large number of soluble CTLDcps play a crucial role
in the process of phagocytosis by binding to carbohydrate patterns as-
sociated with pathogens (Kerrigan and Brown, 2009). As BDAdV-1
appears to cause a systematic infection in bearded dragons, it is a
possibility that the deliberate phagocytotic uptake of virions by cellular
host immune components plays a role in systematic spreading. When
considering how the reptilian cellular immune response relies almost
exclusively on the phagocytotic innate components rather than on the
slow-reacting adaptive cellular immune process (Zimmerman et al.,
2010) this explanation might be a plausible one.

In concordance with its divergent, albeit atadenovirus-like genome,
phylogenetic inference indicated no close relationship between BDAdV-
1 and other reptilian atadenoviruses. The only exception, however,
appears to be the calculations based on the penton base. As the penton
is an antigenic structural protein, its aa sequence has probably adapted
to the host immune system, masking real evolutionary relationships
among these AdVs. Alternatively, recombination could also explain this
phenomenon, even though the BDAdV-1 penton protein sequence is
equally 74% identical to both currently-determined squamate atade-
novirus penton bases of SnAdV-1 and LadV-2. The recent detection of
LAdV-2 DNA from captive inland bearded dragons (Benge et al., 2019)
indicates that P. vitticeps possibly serves as a host to multiple atade-
novirus types besides BDAdV-1, which could have provided a situation
suitable for such events to take place. As genus Atadenovirus has been
concluded to be of squamate reptile origin (Harrach et al., 1997;
Wellehan et al., 2004; Farkas et al., 2008; Harrach et al., 2011), the
paraphyly of reptilian atadenoviruses, as displayed by the pol- and pVII-
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based inference, is to be expected, especially with the respective
monophyly of avian and ruminant members of the genus. To resolve the
exact order of host witch events to birds and ruminants, however,
would require the analysis of further complete reptilian atadenoviral
genomes. Unfortunately, in case of the pVII calculation, we must not
dismiss the stochasticity originating from the fact that this protein in-
cludes highly conserved positively-charged residues due to its DNA-
binding nature while it is short in length.

Taken together, the complete genome sequence of BDAdV-1 sheds
new light on both AdV diversity and on the evolution of genus
Atadenovirus. At the same time, the analysis of its divergent genome
provided unforeseen characteristics, with a capability to explain aspects
of its observed pathogenesis. Moreover, it presents the possibility of
investigating the structure and function of novel proteins from an
abundant, albeit relatively well-characterized group of proteins, such as
the CTLD superfamily. Even if its genome sequence was not determined
from a cell culture isolate, BDAdV-1 can still be classified into a new
species within genus Atadenovirus of Adenoviridae, under the potential
name of Lizard atadenovirus B (Simmonds et al., 2017).
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